STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES CHECKLIST

*Please go to paulsmiths.studenthealthportal.com and log in with your PSC credentials provided to you from admissions.*

**MUST COMPLETE ASAP**

- [ ] uploaded immunization history form
- [ ] *2 MMR doses
- [ ] *Meningitis vaccine within 5 yrs
- [ ] Read & complete: Meningitis fact & response form
- [ ] Physical within the last 3 months

( Printable physical form on accepted students page)

**SECONDARY TASKS**

- [ ] PPD tuberculosis test (can be completed on campus)
- [ ] Emergency contacts
- [ ] Health history
- [ ] Permission to treat and share
- [ ] Upload front and back copy of all insurance cards
- [ ] Proof of Hepatitis A #1 & #2 for all culinary and baking majors
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